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Pisa, Cisanello Hospital, Vascular Surgery Operating Unit. AlterEgo interacts with nurses.













The new frontier in services for people?

AlterEgo has a head, two wheels and prehensile hands equipped with strength and precision.

The robot is controlled by a human operator connected via Wi-Fi, with a remote control joystick 
and virtual reality visor.

The robot was tested for the first time with patients of the Cisanello Hospital in Pisa.

AlterEgo was developed by researchers from the University of Pisa’s Enrico Piaggio Research 
Centre, together with with the Italian Institute of Technology.

Could the world predicted by writer Isaac Asimov in the 1950s, in which robots make a substantial 
contribution to human development, really be moving closer?
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Michele Maimeri, a Robotics Engineer at the SoftBots (Soft Robotics for Human Cooperation 
and Rehabilitation) laboratory at the Italian Institute of Technology in Genoa, manoeuvres 
AlterEgo using a remote control joystick and a wristband equipped with sensors.



Cascina (near Pisa), Città del Teatro. AlterEgo and children’s theatre director and actor Dario Focardi rehearse their lines for the premier of “Io 
(sono) robot” [I (am) robot]. The show is specifically for the younger generations because they will be the ones who will have to interact on a daily 
basis with robots in the near future. The production benefits from the contribution of robotics experts from the Italian Institute of Technology 
and the University of Pisa, further enhancing the visual experience thanks to the use of the latest technology.



Genoa.SoftBots (Soft Robotics for Human Cooperation and Rehabilitation) laboratory, Center for Robotics and Intelligent Systems, Italian 
Institute of Technology.



Genoa, IIT (Italian Institute of Technology). AlterEgo races along the corridors during a test. 



Roaming the corridors of Pisa’s Cisanello Hospital during the Covid-19 emergency is a curious and 
bizarre figure: AlterEgo is a two-wheeled robot similar to a Segway, equipped with prehensile hands 
and a head that some might say resembles Disney’s WALL-E. Could the world predicted by writer 
Isaac Asimov in the 1950s, in which robots make a substantial contribution to human development, 
really be moving closer?

AlterEgo was not created by the Enrico Piaggio Research Centre at the University of Pisa, in 
collaboration with IIT, merely for fun. AlterEgo is a robot-avatar capable of interacting with his 
surrounding environment, inspecting dangerous areas and providing assistance to those in need, 
such as hospital patients. AlterEgo is both delicate and precise in its movements: its hands have 
autonomous intelligence and its fingers adapt to the shape of the objects that it grips. Strength and 
delicateness depend on the human operator connected remotely, with a joystick and virtual reality 
visor. AlterEgo, in fact, can be operated from far away via Wi-Fi and during the tests at the Cisanello 
Hospital its “operator” was located in Genoa.



Pisa, Cisanello Hospital, Vascular Surgery Operating Unit. A tablet pictures AlterEgo’s operator, 
Gianluca Lentini, who is located in Genoa at the IIT (Italian Institute of Technology).



Michele Maimeri, a Robotics Engineer at the SoftBots (Soft Robotics for Human Cooperation and Rehabilitation) laboratory at the Italian Institute 
of Technology in Genoa. Development and Implementation of algorithm control software for AlterEgo and the user interface that makes this 
platform easy to use autonomously through remote control.



Genoa, IIT. Antonio Bicchi, Professor of Robotics at the University of Pisa, Senior Researcher at the Italian Institute of Technology in Genoa. 
Principal Investigator of the Research Line Soft Robotics for Human Cooperation and Rehabilitation.



 Genoa, Italian Institute of Technology (IIT), a monitor shows what the operator sees through AlterEgo’s eyes.



Pisa, Cisanello Hospital, Vascular Surgery Operating Unit. AlterEgo interacts with patients, 
this can be an interface between doctor and patient but also between patient and family 
members.



Michele Maimeri, Robotics Engineer at the SoftBots (Soft Robotics for Human Cooperation and Rehabilitation) laboratory at the Italian Institute 
of Technology in Genoa, prepares AlterEgo before a practical demonstration. Development and Implementation of algorithm control software 
for AlterEgo and the user interface that makes this platform easy to use autonomously through remote control.



Gianluca Lentini, researcher in Robotics at the SoftBots laboratory at the Italian Institute of 
Technology in Genoa (Development of controls, software and operator interface of the first 
prototype of AlterEgo) operates AlterEgo using a VR visor and joystick. 



Manuel Barbarossa, mechanical engineer at the SoftBots (Soft Robotics for Human Cooperation and Rehabilitation) laboratory at the Italian Institute of Technology 
in Genoa (Design and development of hardware components for AlterEgo) gets AlterEgo to pass him a box during a test.



Pisa, Museum of Ancient Ships. AlterEgo during a performance for children: “Io (sono) robot” [I (am) robot] which is specifically for the younger 
generations because they will be the ones who will have to interact on a daily basis with robots in the near future. The production benefits from 
the collaboration of robotics experts from the Italian Institute of Technology and the University of Pisa to further enhance the visual experience 
by using the best existing technology in the field.



Genoa, IIT. The structure of AlterEgo the robot’s hand.



Cascina (near Pisa), Città del Teatro. AlterEgo performs a scene during “Io (sono) robot” [I 
(am) robot]. The show is specifically for the younger generations because they will be the 
ones who will have to interact on a daily basis with robots in the near future.



Manuel Barbarossa, mechanical engineer at the SoftBots (Soft Robotics for Human Cooperation and Rehabilitation) laboratory at the Italian 
Institute of Technology in Genoa. Design and development of hardware components for AlterEgo.



Genoa, IIT. A wristband equipped with sensors for controlling the robot remotely.



Navacchio, Pisa, IIT. Grazia Zambella, a PhD researcher at the Department of Engineering and Information at the Enrico Piaggio Research 
Centre. Research, development and implementation of software with new control algorithms that enable the AlterEgo to keep its balance and 
interact with the surrounding environment.



Genoa, IIT. Michele Maimeri, a Robotics Engineer at the SoftBots laboratory. Development 
and Implementation of algorithm control software for AlterEgo and the user interface that 
makes this platform easy to use autonomously through remote control.



Pisa, Cisanello Hospital, Vascular Surgery Operating Unit. AlterEgo interacts with doctors.



Cristiano Petrocelli, Robotics engineer at the SoftBots laboratory at the Italian Institute of Technology and team member at the University of 
Pisa’s Enrico Piaggio Research Centre. Mechatronic design and experimental activity development with AlterEgo.



AlterEgo carries a cardboard box along the corridors of the new premises of IIT (Italian Institute of Technology) in Genoa.
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